P1450.4 syntax subgroup meeting minutes – 11/14/05

Attendees: Dave Dowding, Jim O’Reilly, Doug Sprague, Greg Maston, Tony Taylor

Not present:

Agenda/Summary:

- Review action statement – re: variable assignment.
  - Review Tony’s binning proposal.
    - Should bindefs/binmap be top-level blocks, instead of contained in test program block?
      - What other entities need to access this information?
      - What are the advantages/disadvantages of top-level vs. test-program-level placement of binning information
    - Bindefs contents – what elements should bin definitions and binmaps include?
    - Is binning a setup or an action?
      - Softbin names only available as increment (not available as gen’l purpose variables).
  
For reference STIL .4 information can be found at the IEEE STIL website:
http://grouper.ieee.org/groups/1450/ (select the P1450.4 link from the table) or use the direct link